Standard embossing folders are slim and require two Standard Cutting Pads.

Dynamic embossing folders are thicker and create deeper embossed impressions than standard embossing folders. Run through Big Shot spine first. Use with only one Standard Cutting Pad.

- **STANDARD TEXTURED IMPRESSIONS EMBOSsing Folders**
  - Standard Cutting Pad
  - Single sheet in folder
  - Standard Cutting Pad
  - Big Shot Platform

- **3D DYNAMIC TEXTURED IMPRESSIONS EMBOSsing FOLDER**
  - Standard Cutting Pad
  - Single sheet in folder
  - Big Shot Platform

Detailed dies require the Precision Base Plate, Big Shot Platform, and Thin Die Adapter for best results.

- **DETAILED DIES**
  - Standard Cutting Pad
  - Die
  - Single sheet of paper
  - Precision Base Plate
  - Thin Die Adapter
  - Big Shot Platform

- **EMBOSSING DIES**
  - Standard Cutting Pad
  - Die
  - Single sheet of paper
  - Magnetic Platform

Use a standard sandwich for open dies that cut only.

- **STANDARD DIES**
  - Standard Cutting Pad
  - Die
  - Single sheet of paper
  - Magnetic Platform

Use an embossing sandwich with dies that add subtle embossing but do not cut.

- **EMBOSSING DIES**
  - Standard Cutting Pad
  - Die
  - Single sheet of paper
  - Magnetic Platform

Use a standard sandwich for open dies that cut only.

- **STANDARD DIES**
  - Standard Cutting Pad
  - Die
  - Single sheet of paper
  - Magnetic Platform